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summary

On December 1, 2021, Ethiopian government security forces abducted 41 community
leaders of the Karrayyuu clan of the Oromo and brutally beat and executed at least 14
leaders. These 14 leaders were highly respected leaders of high importance (known as
Abbaa Gadaas) in the indigenous Gadaa governance system of the Oromo. Two of the
community leaders managed to escape the abduction. The whereabouts of the remaining
abducted community leaders was unknown until December 17, 2021 when they were
located in a detention facility in Mojo where they still unlawfully remain. An additional
Karrayyuu community leader was murdered on December 3, 2021, and another
Karrayyuu community leader was tortured to death in the detention facility on December
8, 2021, bringing the number of community leaders killed to 16.
IJA OROMIA has investigated this massacre, including conducting phone interviews with
eyewitnesses, accessing reported interviews conducted with relatives of murdered
community leaders and conducting independent verification of the events. This report
details the massacre of the respected, indigenous Karrayyuu community leaders by
government security forces. This report also includes conclusions and recommendations,
and a list of victims accounted for through the investigation, and images from the incident.
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the KARRAYYUU
massacre

On December 1, 2021, government security forces abducted 41 community leaders of the
Karrayyuu clan of the Oromo while they were conducting Waaqa Kadhaa, a sacred, indigenous
prayer ceremony, in Fantalle, East Shewa Zone of the Oromia regional state. Two of the
community leaders managed to escape the abduction. However, government security forces
executed 14 of the community leaders, whose dead bodies were found by local residents on
the following day at noon. After having gone missing for over two weeks, the remaining
abducted community leaders were found in a detention facility in Mojo where they still remain.
Furthermore, an additional Karrayyuu community leader, Waday Burka, was shot and killed on
December 3, 2021, and one of the detainees, Jilo Borayu Hawas, was tortured to death on
Wednesday, December 8, 2021, bringing the number of the Karrayyuu community leaders who
were killed by government security forces to 16.
The brother of one of the murdered community leaders told BBC Afaan Oromoo that the prayer
ceremony was being held at Karra, an area in Fantalle which serves as the seat of the
leadership of the Karrayyuu clan who live under the indigenous, democratic governing system
of the Oromo widely known as Gadaa. The Gadaa socio-political governance system has been
named by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) as
an “intangible cultural heritage of humanity.”
According to the brother of one of the murdered community leaders, who recounts the events
leading to the massacre from the two leaders who managed to escape detainment,
government security forces arrived in five patrol cars at around 12:00 pm local time and
encircled the grounds where the indigenous ceremony was being conducted. “Since the
community leaders had previously been in communication with the authorities, they did not say
anything while the security forces encircled them.”
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The security forces separated 41 men out of the group and took them to a place called Baru
Ura, some 6 kilometers away from Fantalle, he added.
Once there, they divided them into two groups, one group consisting of 16 people who were of
high importance in the Gadaa system of the Karrayyuu, including Abba Gadaa Kadir Hawas,
Boru Fantalle, and Jilo Dido. The security forces then ordered the community leaders to
undress and began to brutally beat them for several hours, despite their pleas of them not
being associated with any political party.
The brother of one of the murdered community leaders elaborated how the security forces
were making several phone calls to their superior authorities and deliberating on their next plan
of action, before ultimately carrying out the massacre which he says occured at 7:00 pm local
time. The brother of one of the murdered community leaders further identifies the government
security forces who killed the 14 community leaders:
“Gocha kana kan raawwate qaama motummaa ta'u maalii bartan? jechuun gaaffii
dhiyaateef, ''gochichi kan raawwatan poolisii humna addaa naannoo Oromiyaati. Wayita
gochicha raawwatanittis uffannaa dambii humna addaa Oromiyaa uffatanii akka turan
odeeffanneera'' jiru jiraattoonni kunneen.”
“The deed was done by [members of] Oromia Special Forces. We have been informed that
they were dressed in Oromia Special Forces uniform when they were doing the deed.”
Gemetchu (name changed for safety reasons), a resident in Fantalle who is in touch with the
two leaders who escaped and who was interviewed by IJA OROMIA, further clarifies the
manner in which the massacre took place. According to what the two leaders told him,
members of the Oromia Special Forces were speaking with government officials in Adama to
get approval to kill the Karrayyuu elders.

“The Oromia Special Forces were discussing with Adama officials to make the decision to
kill the people because they labeled them as members of the Oromo Liberation Army
(OLA).”
One of the Oromia Special Forces refused to carry out the execution, Gemetchu added. “He
threw his gun away and at this moment, the two leaders [who escaped] ran away while the rest
of the Oromia Special Forces were arguing with him. It was dark which gave them the
advantage to run away.”
The two leaders who escaped believe that the member of Oromia Special Forces who refused
to carry out the execution “is probably dead.” They heard the other officers yell at him saying,
“Don't you remember what ‘Shene’ did to our members?”
The following day, December 2, 2021, having received a tip-off about the massacre, people
went to the place where the community leaders were taken. A resident who took part in the
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collection and burial of the community leaders told BBC Afaan Oromoo that the security forces
tried to prevent them from taking and burying the dead bodies. The resident further adds how
the dead bodies of the community leaders had already been eaten by wild animals and their
eyes plucked out by eagles when they found them.
Asked as to why the Karrayyuu community leaders were targeted, an eyewitness interviewed
by IJA OROMIA traces the reason to an incident that happened on November 30, 2021, in
Fantalle where government security forces tried to arrest five youth accusing them of being
members of the Oromo Liberation Army (OLA) but only relented after facing stiff resistance
from the Karrayyuu clan. The eyewitness believes the community leaders were targeted as a
retaliation by the security forces.
When asked about the Oromo Liberation Army’s (OLA) presence in the area, Gemetchu
speaks of heavy clashes three days earlier between the government forces and the Oromo
Liberation Army’s (OLA) some 50 kilometers away from where the elders were killed:
“These clashes happened in the Fantalle woreda but close to the Amhara-Oromia border.
The people who participated in the prayer ceremony didn’t have anything to fear as these
battles with OLA happened far away from their location.”
A second resident interviewed by IJA OROMIA advised that the situation in Fantalle was
extremely concerning as another member of the Karrayyuu, Waday Burka, was killed on
December 3, 2021 by government forces. The second resident also speculates the community
leaders were targeted because the Karrayyuu clan refused to join and support the Ethiopian
government in its war against the Tigrayan Defense Forces (TDF) and the Oromo Liberation
Army (OLA).
In a news announcement on December 3, 2021, the Ethiopian government blamed the
Karrayyuu Massacre on “Shene”, a term frequently used by government officials to refer to the
Oromo Liberation Army (OLA). They did not provide any evidentiary basis for this claim.
Sources interviewed by IJA OROMIA greatly doubt the government’s claims citing, among
other things, how the government announced the murder of the civilians two days after they
were killed. They further asked:
“If it was “Shene” that committed the massacres, why didn’t the government investigate the
matter? Especially after so many important and respected figures in the East Shewa
community were executed. It was not one or two people that were killed, but 14 people
killed in one location.”
In an interview to the local media Addis Standard, the secretary of the Abbaa Gadaa union,
Abbaa Gadaa Gobana Hola, strongly condemned the killing of Karrayyuu community leaders
and called upon government authorities to launch an investigation on the massacre. “We reject
the government’s report surrounding the killings,” he said. “We demand a clear investigation.”
Abbaa Gadaa Gobana Hola further disclosed the whereabouts of the several remaining
abducted community leaders whom he said are currently under government custody in Mojo.
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Corroborating Abbaa Gadaa Gobana Hola’s claims, Roba, a native of Fantalle who was
interviewed by Addis Standard, additionaly calls attention to the dire conditions the community
leaders are in while in detention.
“They were beaten severely and sustained serious injuries while being interrogated to
reveal the whereabouts of OLA members.”
He also told Addis Standard that on Wednesday, December 8, 2021, one of the community
leaders in detention, Jilo Borayu Hawas, was tortured to death, bringing the number of the
Karrayyuu community leaders who were killed by government security forces to 16.
IJA OROMIA has placed numerous phone calls to the secretary of the Abbaa Gadaa union and
the Abbaa Gadaa of Tulama, Gobana Hola, as well as various Prosperity Party government
officials, but none could be reached.
In addition to learning about how Karrayyuu Oromo are facing such blatant forms of statesponsored terrorism, IJA OROMIA has learned that government forces have intensified their
crackdown on the Karrayyuu Oromo and restricted their freedom of movement since the killing
of the Abba Gadaas on December 1.
“The people have been subjected to harassment and indiscriminate mass imprisonment.
Whoever is spotted in urban areas trying to seek health care or buy goods is beaten and
taken to jail. It is impossible to visit or bring food to the detainees. A lot of people don’t
know whether their loved ones are dead or alive.”
As per the sources interviewed by IJA OROMIA, the Karrayyuu are currently in dire need of
humanitarian assistance for people displaced due to the violence in the area.
“Many of us have to travel extensive kilometers to get access to water, some have gone to
the Awash river and back to get water.”
Their key asks are for safety and security from attacks directed at them from the government,
the neighbouring Amhara region and for humanitarian assistance.
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conclusion

The report conducted by IJA OROMIA exposes the highly underreported massacres, targeted
killings, displacement and humanitarian issues currently experienced amongst the people of
Karrayyuu, and the Oromia Region more generally.
The local and federal government bodies have again been observed to conduct extreme killing
operations on Oromo civilians whilst attempting to shift the blame onto the Oromo Liberation
Army. This campaign has significantly failed as eyewitnesses, local civilians and the media
have been able to highlight the perpetrators as soldiers of the Ethiopian government.
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recommendations

In this and previous investigative reports, IJA OROMIA has brought to light distressing details
about the steady increase of government-sanctioned massacres of innocent Oromo civilians in
Karrayyuu and across other parts of Oromia. Civilians across the Oromia Region are
increasingly expressing a lack of trust in local and federal government bodies to keep civilians
safe and to hold the involved government soldiers and officials accountable for the numerous
unspeakable crimes against Oromo civilians.
IJA OROMIA proposes the following recommendations to counter the unprovoked massacres
in Karrayyuu and across Oromia:

TO THE ETHIOPIAN GOVERNMENT:
Publicly disclose security plans. The Ethiopian government should publicly disclose the
details of the appropriate security measures that will be taken to put an end to any future
forms of violence and terror against the Karrayyuu, and the Oromo civilian population
generally.
Provide humanitarian assistance to the displaced peoples. The local and federal
government of Ethiopia should deliver humanitarian assistance in the form of food, shelter
and other necessities to the displaced peoples of Karrayyuu, and support a safe return to
their homes in the Fantalle Woreda, ensuring that there is stability and security in the
region.
Bring the involved government soldiers and officials to justice. Investigate, arrest and
prosecute members of the government and soldiers who either authorized or conducted the
Karrayyuu massacre.
Release the remaining Karrayyuu members from unlawful detention. The remaining
Karrayyuu members who were abducted and subsequently detained by the government
security forces must immediately be released.
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recommendations
(CONT.)

TO THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY:
Apply pressure on the Ethiopian government. International NGOs, human rights
organizations, and governmental partners to the Ethiopian government must apply
pressure on the Ethiopian government to halt the massacres of the Oromo people and to
provide security, peace and humanitarian assistance to the displaced peoples of
Karrayyuu, and in any other region as well in which local residents are experiencing
displacement and violence
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appendix a:
list of victims
IJA OROMIA has collected the names of 15 out of 16 Karrayyuu Oromo community leaders
murrdered by Ethiopian government soldiers from December 1 to December 8.
VICTIMS ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE VIOLENCE AGAINST THE KARRAYYUU
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appendix b:
images from the
massacre
IJA OROMIA received exclusive and graphic photos of the Karrayyuu members who were
mercilessly killed by government forces.

↑ Remains of the 14 Abba Gadaa and
community members were buried in
Karra.
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appendix b:
images from the
massacre (Cont.)

↑ Dead bodies found in Metti;
partly eaten by wild animals.

↑ Dead bodies found in Metti;
partly eaten by wild animals.
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appendix b:
images from the
massacre (Cont.)

↑ Abba Gadaa Jilo Dido, of Fantalle
District, among the 14 dead.
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